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Children put
clothes on their
LOVOT family robots

最先端のテクノロジーが

LOVOT のテクノ

生き物のような振る舞いを
生み出しています。

最先端のテクノロジーが LOVOT に
生き物のような振る舞いを
生み出しています。

A Robot that
Nurtures Love

生命感を宿す瞳をつくるた
虹彩や瞳孔など 6 層のレイ
「ALIVE DISPLAY EYE」

LOVOT のテクノロジー

LOVOT is equipped with a wealth of
sensors, such as for obstacle detection

生命感を宿す瞳をつく
るため、
最先端のテクノロジーが
LOVOT に
生き物のような振る舞いを
虹彩や瞳孔など 6

層のレイヤーで表現
生み出しています。
「ALIVE DISPLAY EYE」
Unlike most robots it serves no real practical purpose, but when you
call its name, it comes close, looks at you intently, asks to be cuddled,
and feels warm when you hold it. Meet LOVOT, the increasingly popular
family robot.
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全身に暖かさを伝えるエア循環システムと
高品質素材で今までにない感触

せ次第で無限の瞳の表現が可能に。10億通り以上の瞳で、
あなただけの
LOVOTが届きます。
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LOVOTの状態に応じて毎回異なるので、
まるで生きてるかのよう。LOVOTの
鳴き声にぜひ耳を澄ませてみてください。

cm wide and 26 cm deep. It incorporates
a range of the latest technologies. For
example, the head is equipped with a
semi-spherical camera with 360-degree
vision, a microphone that can determine
sound direction, a lighting sensor that
can sense brightness, and a thermal camera that can distinguish between people
and objects. Moreover, the sensors distributed all over its body sense human
movement, allowing it to respond with
eye expressions and cries. A notable feature is the human-like look to its eyes.
Ikegami says, “By constructing LOVOT’s
irises and pupils with six layers of 2D
displays, it is possible for LOVOT to make
natural eye contact and return people’s
gaze. With the help of software engineers and animators, we calculated gaze
movements and blinking speed to create
expressions based on meticulous design.
There are more than 1 billion combinations of different eye movements.”
The cries, which are another way
LOVOT responds, are not patterns of
recorded audio data but produced using
technology that simulates vocal cords to
create a unique cry each time. LOVOT
also maintains a body temperature of
around 37–39°C through an air circulation system. Its warmth and softness
inspire a gentle mood in people.
LOVOT won the Cool Japan Award
2019 and received the Cool Japan certification mark from the organizing Cool
Japan Association. So far, LOVOT has
been exhibited at international events
held in Las Vegas and Austin in the
United States, covered by numerous
media outlets in Japan and abroad, and
awarded a variety of prizes.
Experiments are also being conducted on LOVOT’s “healing effects on
the human mind.” In April 2021, LOVOT
was selected for the Startup Demonstration Experiment Promotion Project (PoC
Ground Tokyo), which is organized by
the Tokyo Metropolitan Government,
and experiments are being conducted
on the influence of LOVOT on children
and adults. Amid the prolonged effects
of COVID-19, the self-affirmation1 of
elementary-school children in the lower

“LOVOT can nurture richness of mind in children and maintain senior citizens’
cognitive functions” — Ikegami Miki
grades is said to have decreased significantly. The results of the experiments
show that children living with LOVOT
maintain their self-affirmation. Other
results show that children living with
LOVOT display higher intellectual curiosity than before and that the stress levels
of their parents are greatly reduced.
Ikegami says, “For example, many
elementary schools used to have rabbit
pens. Children would take care of the
rabbits and learn a mindset of loving living beings and the preciousness of life.
Yet for various reasons, it seems that
animal rearing in schools is decreasing
in recent years. I think LOVOT can play
a role not only in nurturing richness of

1. Positive assessments about oneself, such as “I'm satisfied with myself” and “There are good things about me.”
All photos: Courtesy of GROOVE X, Inc.

mind in children, but also in maintaining senior citizens’ cognitive functions
and in their preventive healthcare. In the
future, when people want to get a pet, I
would be delighted if robots also become
an option alongside dogs and cats!”

LOVOT can make natural eye contact
and return people’s gaze
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